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In the present day of educational experimentation, much atten-
tion is being directed toward the ma.DY' fo:rms of the nstudy m~ementn. 
This experiment is but another attempt to compare the advantages of one 
type ot study technique with those of another. When education was first 
developed in America classes-were small. !he teacher gave each pupil a 
comparatively large amount of individual help. As ma.ea education develop-
ed, classes became larger and the_teaohers had to adjust their technique 
to fit these new conditions. Group instruction or many types was formu-
lated. Then even greater numbers ot pupils crowded into the free 
schools, ea.pecially into the secondary schools. '.rhe "study movement" in 
its many phases, is but one ot the many suggestions that are being tried 
out in an effort to solve the problem of proper handling of these in-
creasing numbers of students. 
Biology, on~ of the subjects taught by the writer, is· quite 
easily adapted to an experiment in study methods. A carefully planned 
"unit cou.rse"1 organized on the basis of the various underlying prin-
ciples ot biology, in guide sheet or instructional sheet form, was the 
chief "tool", or teaching device. Several forms of new type tests2 de-
signed to measure the pupil's understanding and application of these 
biological principles, were used to measure the results. The use ot the 
........ ______ ..... 
1. Prepared by Professor E.E. Bayles, Univer~ity of Kansas. 
2. Prepared also by Professor Bayles. 
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guide sheets made it possible to entirely eliminate the recitation periodi 
a period v1hich. seems to have accompanied all previous "study" experiments. 
Although educational literature is filled with articles advocating the 
use ot "study methods"; no studies were found by the writer that sought 
to measure results obtained by using a study method alone. The recita-
tion period, or some other form of oral pupil activity, was always linked 
with the study technique. In order to differentiate between the two 
types or study technique, 1n this report they are termed the "student-
initiative" technique and the "teacher-initiative" technique. 
In the student-initiative technique; the pupils were supplied 
with the guide sheets,* texts; end supplementary- books. The pupils were 
given general and specific oral instructions on methods of study, es-
pecially in connection with the guide sheets. After once discussing the 
method to be used by them. the pupils got their information through read-
ing; and in1 tia ted all requests for help from the teacher.: 'rhe teache~: 
gave help, when requested, to each student individually. 
In tbe teacher-initiative technique. the pupils were supplied 
w1 th the same tooia as those . supplied to the student••1ni tie.ti ve pupils. 
General and specific 1nstruet1ons on methods of study we~e e.lso given to 
them. The chief difference in this technique lay in the activity ot the 
teacher., who initiated the study of each unit by lecturing to the class 
at the beginning of the study of each section ot the unit. During the 
period the teacher also sought out the pupils who needed help. When 
one pupil was :round needing aid, it was assumed that others might also 
....... ..,, -............... .... 
*For a description o:r the guide she~ts see P• , , and tor a sample guide 
sheet see the appendix. pf>· s2... ss. 
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need such aid, so the teacher discussed the difficulty before the whole 
class.., .Instruction under this type of technique was group instruction, 
and not individual. 
The use or unnatural and artificial settings is a character-
istic which has lowered the practical va1ue to the teacher of many pre-
vious educational experiments. JI..o. Rugg says, in speaking of American. 
laboratory schools, 11The laboratory schools.have selected pupil bodies 
(ave~~ I.Q.'s ot 115 to 120), pupils advanced linguistically and 
socially several years beyond the level ot corresponding public school 
grades, hence many conclusions from these experiments are not applicable 
to the rank and file of public eohoolstt •3 Even 1n experiments carried on 
in the public schools. the experimental groups are often separated tram 
the regular groups into whioh they would have fallen in the course of 
regular enrollment. Thia makes for somewhat abnormal conditions for an 
experiment. Ona ot the most extensive studies in teaching pupils how 
to study was conducted by Butterwick. who makes the following statement 
in ·h!a concluding generalizations,. "'rhe situation in which the experi-
ment wa.s conducted was artificial, end a1though the writer constantly 
aimed to provide the most natural setting possible• he does not feel that 
he aooomplished this in its entirety".4 Charters says, "the practical 
research investigator cannot piQk his problem from the air. They are 
3. Bugg, 11.0. The American Experimental School, Teachers College Record, 
.Vol. XXX. (Feb. 1929) P• 416. 
4. Butterwick, J'oseph s. The Problem. of Teaching High School. Pupils How 
to Study. (Teachers College. Columbia. University, Contributions to 
Education No. 237) p. 116. 
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localized within the practice and in the end they must be applied to the 
improvement of practice. His selection is narrowed by the practical 
situation in which he worke."5 
It was the writer's desire to conduct as practical and as 
natural an experiment as possible. !his experiment* therefore-, is an 
attempt to set up, 1n norm.ally enrolled high school biology classes, two 
types of study technique -- without recitation periods, pupil discussions, 
etc .. ~ - end to compare the achievements of the pupils as this achievement 
is influenced by the two techniques. 
----- .............. ... 
5. Charters, W.W. Pure end Practical Research, Journal of Educational 
Research, Septembert 1925, PP•· 95-101. 
.CHAPTER II . 
THE.PROCEDURE 
The three groups used in this experiment were regularly en-
rolled, sophomore biology pnpile in Manual Training High School at Kansas 
City, Missouri. The experiment was conducted throughout the entire 
. - . 
school year of 1930-l.931. The percentage of the pupils was predomin-
ately foreign, -- twenty three percent Italian, twenty nine percent 
Jewish, mostly of the old orthodox type. and forty ei~t percent Amer-
ican. The fact that the homes of the pupils used 1n this experiment were 
on the 11North Side" indicates a generally limited supply of supplementary 
material in the home and unfavorable provisions for home study. 
The classes met during the first hour (8:00 to 8:50 A.M.), 
the fifth hour (11:40 A.M. to 12:30 P.M.), and the sixth hour fl:OO to 
1:50 P.M.). The enrollment at Manual is quite shifting. therefore, 
the records of only those pupils who were present the greater pa.rt of the 
year were used. as data. The first hour class, with an enrollment of 
thirty three, had but twenty three whose records were used. The fifth 
hour class enrolled thirty six, but the scores of only twenty five were 
used. In hour six there was en enrollment of to~ six, but the scores 
of only thirty four were used. These figures represent a drop-out of 
twenty nine percent. 
Hours "I" end "V", subsequently termed groups "A" and "B" re-
spectively, were selected as the student-initiative groups, while hour 
"VI" subsequently referred to as group "X", was the teacher-initiative 
group. The membership of any group was purely chance, a pupil's com-
5
plete school program being responsible for his taking biology at that 
particular hour. 
Al1 cl.asses were supplied with printed guide sheets, texts, 
and supplementary books. Each guide sheet presented a single unit. 
Each unit developed some underlying principle of' biology, and was sub-
divided into ~rom four to six sections. each section dealing with a major 
sub-principle. The guide sheets were made up of questions calling for the 
amassing and interpreting of information necessary to the development 
of an underatanding of these principles. They also contained references 
to books and articles on the topics presented in the unit. 'l'he titles 











The liature of Living Things. 
How Plants ere Adapted for the Manufacture 
of' Food. 
Bow Living Things Use Their Food: Digestion 
and Circulation. 
How Living Things Use Their Food: · Assimilation; 
Energy Production; Storage; Excretion. 
The Control of Plent and Animal Behavior. 
Row Living Things are Adapted to Their Environment. 
How Plants and Animals Maintain Their Kind. 
Bow Plants and Animals Maintain 1rheir Health. 
The Mod1f1cat1on and Improvement of Plant and 
Animal Forms. 
Each student in each group answered in a notebook all the questions pre-
sented in each guide sheet. Three weeks were allowed for the completion 
of the study ot each unit of work, and four days tor the testing and re-
teaching program, thus, approximately tour weeks were used for the com-
*See t~e appendix, p. S7 tor sample ot the guide sheets. 
pletion ot each unit. All students in all groups began the study- of 
each unit at the same time, but could progress in their study of that 
unit at their, own rate ot speed. 
In all three groups, the pupils were permitted to study at 
home1 as well as during the regular class period at school. They were 
not e.aa1gned regular seats, either in the lecture chairs or at the 
laboratory tables, but could work wherever and with whom.soever they 
wished, or they could work alone" just as long as they were quiet and 
were really working. 
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The main duty of the teacher, while the pupils were studying, 
was to check the notebooks. This was done for each student as he com-
pleted each section of a unit. At the first ot the year. the notebooks 
were examined completely and thoroughly. If a given answer indicated 
incomplete understanding. the difficulty was discussed with the pupil 
individually, and he was then directed to make the necessary corrections 
in the notebook. Later on, when the pupils had beoome acquainted with
the routine, only a few questions, samples of the complete section, were 
checked by the teacher because the work of completely checking all of 
the notebooks beoame too heavy. When there were no notebooks to check, 
the teacher would move about the roo~ end give suoh suggestions end 
help as appeared to be necessary. This routine was followed for all 
claaaest but in classes ~A" and "B" the pupils had to ask for help, 
while in class "X'1 the teacher took the ini tie.ti ve in looating those 
needing help. 
At the beginning of the study of each unit. one form of the 
tinal test was given to all pupils in all classes. Thia served as a 
pretest and measured each pupil's achievement at the beginning of each 
unit. These papers were kept by the teacher and were neither shown to 
the pupils~ nor was any information regarding them given to the pupils, 
since these scores were to be used only as a starting point from 
8
whioh to measure ~ach pupil's achievement (or gain) in hie study of the 
unit. 
After the pretest was given the guide sheets were distributed, 
and general instructions on '1how to study'* were discussed before all 
groups. These general instructions were given at the beginning or the 
first two units of work• ana. after that, only when there was evidence 
that the pupils were not studying properly, but were tr.ying merely to 
answer isolated questions. The substance ot thaaa inatru.otiona is con-
densed into the following statements: 
1-Read all the references, marking in the book tha important topics 
as they oocur to you, or making notes on your readings. 
2-Endeavor to learn the principles or laws that govern the examples 
given. Learn to generalize; to organize your ideas. 
3-Read the guide sheets through, first the main section headings, ond 
then, as you read the individual questions, try to see in what way 
they apply to, or tend to explain, the subject or the section. 
4-Answer the questions in your notebook. 
~a following special instruction was given verbatim to the 
atudent-ini t1at1ve BrOUps. ttin case you cannot answer any question,. leave 
space in your notebook for it and ask the teacher for personal help the 
next day". When a call came for help. the pupil was referred to sources 
where he could tind the answer, or the question was answered tor him by
the teacher. 'lh1s help was given to but one pupil at a time and was 
. personal an.d individual. It will be noted that the student illlitiated 
all calls for help, and received none otherwise. The pupils could pro-
gress at their own rate of speed in working out .the unit, but had to 
finish within the three-weeks time allotment. 
g 
To the teacher-initiative group, after the guide sheets were 
distributed the teacher gave~. twenty to twenty-five minute lecture on 
,he first section or the.unit. Then the pupils were allowerl to study 
according to the general instructions. When the teacher felt that it was 
the proper time to study the subsequent section, he uould give a lecture 
on that section. It will be noted that in this group, the teacher took 
the initiative in orienting the students in their study of each section 
of the unit. The following special instruction was given verbatim to 
the teacher-initiative group. "In case you cannot answer a given question, 
leave spaoe tor it in your notebook and bring the question up before the 
class the next day"• When one of these questions was asked at the 
beginning of the period the following day, the teacher either gave direc-
tions as to how to find the answer to it, or answered the question before 
the whole class. Reference was usually made to 111.ustrations used 
in the first lecture for that section. No answers fran other pupils 
were allowed, but every member of the class received the benefit of tpe 
teacher's explanations and the references which he supplied. 
To take .care, in any group, of the pupils who completed 
their notebook work ahead ot time, these were asked to compile a scientific 
vocabulary and to construct a notebook of clippings pertaining to the 
principles set forth in the unit. It was not compulsory. however, that 
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the pupils study biology during this free time, and several students used 
the period for the preparation of other lessons. The only requirement 
waa·that they should keep busy. 
At the end of each three-weeks period, aa their first final 
test, one half of each and all groups was given one form or the test 
while the other half was given the other form. These tests ~ere scored, 
and were returned to the pupils the next day. When the tea ·ts were return-
ed, the pupils were instructed to try to correct their mistaken notions. 
In tte student-initiative groups,. if a given pupil could not 
locate the sclution of any of his difficulties, the teacher directed his 
eearch for the answer, or otherwise, individually and personally, aided 
in handling his difficulty. In the teacher-initiative groups, a different 
technique wna employed. After giving the pupils sui'f1c1ent time to 
locate and correct thelrmlsto.kes. this group was divided tor the dis-
cussion of errors according to the test form that they had taken. 
Each question that had given trouble was discussed in another room before 
these separate half classes. Th.is prevented the other half of the class 
from hearing the discussion and receiving coaching on the teat thnt they 
were about to talce. In this way, even though a pupil knew what was 
correct in connection with the errors he had made, he received additional 
assistance and training. It will be noted that, in this reteaching 
period, the help given to the pupils in the student-initiative groups 
v:a.s individual help,. while that given to the tencher-initiative group 
was group help. 
on the second day following the first final test -- the first day 
having been.used tor correcting errors. or as a reteaching period -- the 
alternate rorm of the test was given as a second final test. These 
second tinal tests were scored• but were never returned for inspection 
tmleas the pupils requester] them .. '.rb.e pupils were informed as to their 
scores so that they might see what progress they had made. 
It was thought at first.that eny advantage one fo:rm of the 
test might have over the other would be eliminated by giving half o:r 
each form to each class as a first final test and reversing the order in 
giving the second final test. Whatever advantage accrued in this 
technique wqe more than lost by evidences of coaching in all groups. 
Under these first conditions, coaching was easily accomplished because 
both form.a had been corrected by the teacher after the first final 
teat, and the pupils could not be restrained from discussing the ques-
tions outside of class. To substantiate the belief that.there was 
coaching> a blind vote was asked on 'the question, ttDid you receive 
any help, directly or indirectly, on the test questions?" Fitty six 
voted YES while forty voted NO. To overcome this coaching effect, after 
the fifth unit all the pupils were given the same form ot the test 
at the same time. 
With the exceptions that have been noted, the above technique 
was continued ·throughout the whole school year. each group continuing 
the technique first used in that group. All pupils in all classes began 
and ended each unit at the same time. 
ll 
CHAPTER III 
JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROCEDURE 
In determining which class should be subjected to one or the 
other experimental factor, the sixth hour was chosen as the teacher-
initiative group because it was the largest class and the technique 
planned was more nearly the customary group method. The classes 1n
hours one and five were subjected to the student-initiative technique, 
jhe more individualized type, first, because these were smaller groups 
and, second, because they came at the periods of the day when the 
e:f':f'iciency index is highest. Although studies differ as to the advantage 
in learning according to the time of day, Miss King's study,* gives the 
following efficiency indices; 9:30-103, 10:30-98, 11:30-106~ 1:30-92 and 
2:30-101. 
No attempt was made to pair the pupils in each group because 
a technique for comparing groups according to I.Q.., using measures of 
both central tendency and variability, was decided upon. It was also 
noted that the M.A. of the groups gave essentially the same comparison, 
both as to central tendency and to variability, as did the I.Q.s. Men-
tal age was determined from the Terman gra.tp intelligence test. This 
test was given to the pupils as a part of the regular routine work of 
the educational councilor. Not having given the tests nor knowing the 
scores of the pupils until the end ot the year, the teaoher felt there 
was nothing to bias him regarding any pupil during the progress of the 
................. - .. 
*Unpublished, but reported by Thorndike. See Sandiford, "Educational 
Psychology," P• 272. 
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oxperimont. 
The opinion might be advanced that when the form. used as a. 
pretest, was given o.s a. final teat. the score of the final would be
raised. dne to the coa.ohing effect of the fact that the pupils had 
seen tho test before. Data. were prepared on unit IV in order to com-
pare the gains made by using two different combinations of tests. 
fhoso combinations wers;-
lst Comb.t Form 2 as Pra T.,, Form 2 e.s F1 , and Fonn 1 as Fg. 
2nd Comb.1 Form 2 as Pre T• .,. Form l as F1., o.nd Ft?rm 2 -as F2.
When the first combination was usad. a. mean gain of 9.4 points was
made from tho pretest toF1 end amea.n gain of 18.5 from pretest to 
F2. mien the second combination wa.s used_. a mean gain _of 7 ~5 points was
mad.a from the p~tost to F1 and a mean gain of 16.2~om pretest to 
F2. The moan gain between the first end second finals in ea.ch combina-
tion ia npproximatoly nine points., This comparison shO"Ns that thora
\ 
is wry little difference in gains made• whether the pretest is used 
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as the first· final or as the second final. For fear 0£ being in-,
fluanoed, own mconsoiously, into ntutoringn the pupils in the tea.cher-
initiatiw group •. the teacher did not read owr any of the tests before 
administering them~ 
-The data for ola.sa ttA n were kept .separate from. those· .for class 
nBn when comparing results for those olassos with the results for class 
11.X" . .,. beoa.use Clo.as "An rea.oted differently from class nan evon though 
both were subjeotod to the same experimental factor. 
Each group was a separate entity and it was apparent more in• 
f~rmation was available where the results for Class "A" were kept 
separate from Closs "B "•
In this experiment the major variable is the two types of 
study technique. However, there is another variable which enterij the 
study. This is the individual type of instruction.- used in conjunction 
with the student-initiative technique, as opposed to the group type of 
instruction, used with the teacher-initiative technique. !n the student-
initiative technique, the teacher's help must necessarily be given 
individually. for usually no two studen~s have the-same difficulty at 
the same time. Each student and each difficulty 1s somewhat different 
and mi individualized technique is inherent to the student-initiative 
set up. In the teachel'-initiative plan, the teacher's duty is to take 
the in! tiati ve and to direct the group in its study. Therefore,, a group 
type of technique is inherent to the teacher-initiative set up. These 
seconda r-y teaching ··rectors ere, therefore, .. or neoessi ty adapted to the 
two major techniques used in this experiment end are inseparable func-
tions o:r the major ver°Iable. 
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In the correction ot note books, the difficulties are necessarily 
of an individual nature. Therefore, 1n this phase of the teaehor' s 
duties,. the work must be done individually ~1th members of all three 
groups. 
In this investigation T-Seores were to be used instead of raw 
scores because the raw scores were not comparable in any way. One 
15 
test had a total raw score of 73 points while another had a total of 
but 24 points. The data for obtaining these T-Scorea}were obtained 
from the records of from two· hundred fifty to two hundred seventy five 
tenth grade pupils taught according to the outlines represented by
the guide sheets used in this experiment. Standardization has been 
carried by the maker of the tests* to the place that the T-Scores are 
accurate to one T-seore point. It is well to note that the T-Scorea 
were not available f'or all tests unt~l after the regular school· year 
was completed. This made it impossible for the teacher to fo~esee,the 
outcome ot the experiment and thereby be influenced either toward one tech-
nique or the other. 
In sett,ing up t_he experiment, all three classes were told at 
the beginning of the year that an experiment was to be conducted to 
see which of the methods of study used in the different classes helped 
the students to learn more. There we~ no objections raised by- the pupils. 
and tho there was no unusual interest shown, they all seemed to accept 
the si ttiation and afterwards gave·the matter· 11 ttle attention. It v;as 
later thought that to rotate the techniques among the classes at the 
mid-year would be desh·able. It was even suggested by some of' the 
pupils that they be changed to the other plan because they th~gh.t 
that it would be easier. However, it w·as decided to hold the groups 
to the same technique throughout the entire year and thereby take ad-
vantage of any cumulative effect that the continued use of one technique 
*Prof. E~E~, Bayles, Univerai ty of Kansas. 
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would give. Often experiments are carried on for such a short period 
of time that any effect the experimental factor would have is not given 
sufficient opportunity- to show the advantages which may be inherent 
to it. This plan gave each technique as much opportunity as possible 
to show its effect. Rotation nould have tended to equalize any carry 
over from one technique to the othor. The teacher felt confident that 
his attitude toward one technique or the other was not weighted, although 
one of the most difficult problems for him to m~et was that of refrain-
ing consistently from volunteering aid to the student-initiative pupils. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AlID INTERPR11'TATIOM OF DATA 
In Table I will be found the I.Qi, M.A., and C.A .. of eaeh pupil 
in ea.eh group in this experiment. The table should be interpreted as 
f'ollows,--Pupil 1 of class "A •t has an I.Q.. o,r 123, an ,.,.A .. of' 212 and 
a O.A. of 173. Pupil 1 of class ".B" has en I.Q. of 125, an M.A« of 201 
and a O •. A. of l6lt etc. 
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At the bottomot the table will be found the mean and the standard 
deviation of the distribution given in each column. Classes "A" and ".B n 
are the student-initiative groups and Class "X" the teacher-initiative 
group.. In interpreting the table, comparison is made between class 
"Att and class n_x:tt and also between class "B" and class ~,.. •. This is done 
because the conelusions of this experiment are based on the mean gains 
made by class "!X", the teacher-initiative group. compare<l with the mean 
gains made by both classes "A" a.nd ~ ». the student-in! tiative groups. 
In comparing class "A" with class "X" 1 t will be seen that there 
is very little difference in the means of these two groups. In comparing 
class "B" with class '!X", class ".8" has approximately a six point nd-
vantage in mean I.Q. and M.A. over cla~s ''X". These means are,--
Olaes "A" I .. Q. 96.78 M.A"' 17,0.43 C.A. 177.91 
Class ...a tt I.Q,. 102.,,48 M.A. 175,.76 C.A. 172.08 
Olass "X" I.Q •. 96.59 M.A. 169.50 O.A., 175.88 ' 
The standard deviations of the distributions or the classes indicate that 
class ~" is slightly more homogeneous then class ~". Class •'J3tt has a 
18 
four point advantage over class "X:'1 in M.A. while the standard. deviati9ns 
of the I.Q.s of these two classes are approximately equal. The standard 
deviations are:--
Class "A" I.Q. 13.47 M.A. 17.66 O.A. 10.83 
Class "B ,, I.Q. 10.83 M.A. 13.28 C.A • 11.71 
Class "X" I.Q. 10.15 M.A. l?.04 C.A. a.az 
In making a general compai•ison between each of the student-
initiative groups and the teacher-initiative group, one would expect 
about the same results from class "A" and class "X" provided they 11ere
subjected to like conditions of study, while better results would be 




Intelligence Q.uotients, Mental .Ages f and Chronological .Ages ot 
Pupils in Classes "A'' , "B". and "X'' 
Class "A" Class "'B" Class "X" 
Pupil I.Q.. M.A. C.A. I.Q.o M..A. C.A. I.Q. M.A. C.A. 
1 123 212 1'13 125 201 161 l.17 211 180
2 ll8 197 166 121 195 161 117 196 168 
3 ll4 192 169 120 188 157 112 191 l.'ll 
4 l.13 184 162 115 180 157 108 184 171 
5 109 184 169 113 204 181 105 179 171 
6 107 190 l.?8 111 194 175 105 179 171 
7 107 183 171 109 192 177 105 159 152
8 105 181 172 109 184 168 104 192 184 
9 104 169 162 108 178 165 102 191 187 
10 98 176 179 10'1 1'14 163 102 182 179 
ll 94 171 181 105 169 161 102 182 178 
12 94 159 169 101 166 164 102 169 166 
13 93 168 181 100 170 l'll 101 192 191 
14 g3 164 176 99 178 l80 101 176 174 
15 92 177 195 97 178 184 99 174 176 
16 89 152 170 97 159 164 88 168 171 
17 88 168 191 96 171 178 97 172 1'17 
18 86 162 188 96 162 168 96 172 180
19 86 161 189 95 164 172 96 159 166 
20 85 163 191 93 163 176 95 164 173 
21 84 149 178 92 167 181 94 152 161 
22 76 142 186 91 166 182 95 156 167 
23 68 136 199 91 153 169 93 153 165 
24 90 16? 185 92 17? 192 
25 81 171 212 92 163 1'17 
26 92 163 177 
27 91 163 180
28 91 161 176 
29 85 149 1'15 
30 84 163 193 
31 83 150 181 
32 80 145 182 
33 79 143 180
34 71 133 188 
Means (l 96.78 102.48 96.59 
Column (2 170.43 175.'16 169.50 
(3 177.91 172.08 175.88 
Sigma (l 13.47 10.83 10.15 
Column (2 l.7.66 13.28 · 17.04 
(3 10.15 ll.71 8.82 
*I.Q. and M.A. based on Raw Scores, Tennan Group Intelligence Test. 
Interpretation of Tables II to XIX 
In the nA!' section of Table II are presented the mean test scores, 
and the gains made between the pretest and the final tests (in T-Score 
points) made by classes "A" and "X". The-second row of the table presents 
the standard dev1at1ons of the distributions for which the means are given 
in the first row. 
In the ffB" section or Table II is presented a comparison between 
/J 
class "r' and class "A" of the advantages shown on the final tests. It 
also gives the statistical significance of the obtained difference, as 
interpreted by Garrett.* 
The abbreViations used in the table are as followa:-
PreT.--the T-score made on the pretest. 
F1-----the T-acore ma.de on the first final test. 
F2-----the T-score made on the second final test. 
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G1-----the gain in T-score made between the pretest and first final. 
02-----the gain 1n T-score made between the pretest and second final. 
Adv.---the difference between gains made by class "X" and class "A". 
a1x--ol.A indicates the advantage made by Class "X" on o1 over Class "A" 
on o1• 
G2X--G~ indicates· the advantage made by Class "X" on o2 over ClaoG "A" 
The interpretation or table II is as followa:-Ola.aa n A!' ma.de a 
mean T-score of 34.33 on the pretest, a mean T-score ot 45.62 on the first 
.. - ..... -- ....
*Garrett, Henry E. Statistics in Psychology and Educution, p. 134. 
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final test and 48.76 on the sec~md tinal test. 'l'he mean T-score gain of 
the first final test over the pretest was ll.29 (45.62-34.33) while the 
gain made by the second final test over the :pretest was 14.43 (48.76-34.33). 
In the seo6nd·row are given the standard deviations -o~ the distributions 
of the scores that are given in the.first row. These s.D.'s are, PreT. 
6.71 1 Fi V11c32, F2 9.62, 01 5.70 and o2 is 10.70. Similar interpretations 
should be made ot the data for Class "X". These figures supply the basic 
figures for comparing the advantage shown by one type ot technique over 
the other type or technique. 
In the ttB" section ot Table II are given the advantages or Class "X" 
over Class "A". The row of figures following "GiX-S1A'' should be inter-
preted as follows:--6.81 (18.10--11.29} is the advantage in T-acore points 
af Class 11X". on o1 over class "A" on Gi. In interpreting Tables II to XIX 
it this figure is poaitive·1t shows that the advantage goes to class "X" 
and if negative it indicates an advantage tor either class "A" or class "B" 
as the case may be. The sigma ot the difference, or the standard error ot 
this obtained difference is 2.10. This was found by using the formula, 
S1gmadif'f' =istgma2 avel + s1eina2 ave:.1-
A.ccording to Ga.rrett.1 when an obtained dit'.terauce is more than 
/:·.
three times the sigma of that difference, the obtained d~~ference is 
·spoken of as ~ "true ditterence.n This means, that one 1~ "practically 
certain" (99.76 chances in 100) that the differences found, it the eXperi-
ment were repeated any number or times, will be :round to be in the same 
.. ~ .......... -..... 
1. Garrett, H.E. Statistics in Psycho!:>~ and Educatbn, pp. 128-133. 
direction as the obtained difference 1n this experiment. Garrett al~o 
supplies a table1 to show the number or chances in one hundred for a 
true difference when the obtained difference is less than three times the 
sigma or that difference. 
In Table II, Adv,. divided by Sigmadif:t (6.81/2.10) gives 3.24. 
This value is .24 greater than three times S1g}'.Iladiff. the a.mount necessary 
to indicate a "true difference" (lno chances in 100}. The· second row, 
G2X--G2A. is interpreted as f'ollows: 2.'10 (17.13--14.43} is the advantage 
in T-score, points of class "X" on 02 over class "A" on Oz• 3.01 is the 
S1gma.dift ot the obtained difference •• 90 indicates that the obtained 
difference (2.70) is but .90 of the siep1a of that di:trerence. According 
to Garrett's "Table xrvtt, .90 predicts eighty two chances in one hundred 
that the true difference would be in·favor of class "X". 
Tables III ta XIX give.similar data and comparisons between classes 
''A" or "B" and class "X" on subsequent uni ts of .work. and should be inter-
preted in a similar manner. 
\ 
InJhis study, when the obtained difference is three times the 
sigma of tlla.t difference or 99.76 chances in 100 for a true di:imrence 
in favor or class "X", it will be considered a ntrue dif'ferencen. When 
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the obtained difference is two times the sigma of that difference or ninety 
eigh~ chances in one hundred for a true difference, it will be considered 
as a "very satisfactory. differencett. When the chances a.re from eighty to 
ninety eight in one hundred for a true difference it will be considered 
as a "satiofactory difference" .... When the chances are shown to be between 
------- .. --
l. op. cit., Table XIV, p. 134. 
twenty and eighty chances in one hundred it is considered that no distinct 
,.advantage·is indicated for either class. When the chances are below 20 
in 100 • a "significS.nt" advantage is indicated in favor of Class n A" or "B",, 
as the case may be. 
Tables showing the individual scores of the pupils on each of the 
units from whieh these tables are compiled will be found 1n the appendix. 
(Tables XXII to XXX}. 
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TABLE II 
A. !lean scores and Gains Made by Class "A" and "X" on unit I 
Class "A" 
I1l'e T. Fl F2 Gl G2 
Mean 34.33 45.G2 . 48.76 ll.29 14.43 
s.D. 6.71 7.32 9.62 5.70· 10.70 
Class ttX" 
Mean 27.93 46.03 45.06 18.10 17.13 
S.D. 4.71 7.79 a.5o 9.26 10.38 
B. Advantages in Gains - Olaas "X" over Claes "An 
t Chances in 100 tha 't Adv. Sigmaditt. Adv. Signaditt. the true diff. is in favor of Class "X" 
2.10 
3.01 .90 
100 in 100 
82 in lOO 
TABLE III 
A. Mean Scores and Gains made by· Class "B" and Class 11X"






pl F2 Gl G2
44.80 48.50 12.10 15.80 
7.81 6.55 6.68 6.56 
Class "X'' 
46.03 45.06 18.10 17.13 
7.'19 8.50 9.26 10.38 
B. Advantages in Gains Class "X" over Class "B" 
Chances in 100 that ~-h the true ditt. is in 
Adv• Sigmadift. Ad/ Si~if'f. favor of Class ttX" 
6.00 
1.33 .55 
99 in 100 
71 in 100 
TABLE IV 












41.78 54.40 7.08 19.70 
9.38 12.16 .10.23 ll.83 
Class "X" 
7.24 6.73 7.90 .10.91 
26.87 
11.55 
B. Advantage in Gains - Class »;xrt over Class ttA" 
Ohances in lOO that 
Adv. S1rJI18.diff. Mv f if!JJlB.dirf • th~ true diff. is in favor of Class "X" 
11.05 2·.92 3.78 100 in 100 
7.17 3.24 2.21 99 in 100 
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Table V 












Fl fF. 2 Gl G2 
42.69 53.86 11.73 22.91 
5.48 .8.66 8~63 11~43 
Class "X" 
49.03 58.37 18.13 26.87 
6.'15 7.90 10.9~ .ll.55 
B. Advantages in Gains - Class "X" over Class "B" 
Chances in 100 that 
\ ~0i~ti'f. the true diff'. is in Adv. s1gmaditt. favor or Class "X" 
o1x-G1B 6.40 2.68 2.39 99 in 100 
o
2
x-o2B 3.96 3.18 1~24 89 in 100 
2'l
TABLE VI 
A. Mean Scores and Gains made by Class "A" and "X" on Unit III 
Class "A" 
Pre T. F1 F2 Gi G2 
Mean 33.65 49.09 55.52 ·15.44 21.87 
S.D. 7.64 'l.65 11.52 8.84 11.47 
Class "X" 
Mean 30.58 41.'19 48.9'1 11.21 18.38 
S.D. '1.18 8.48 8.59 · 9.38 11.64 







Chances in 100 that 
the true dift. is in 
tavor of Class "X" 
4 in 100 
14 in 100 
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*A negative tigure,s1gnif1es that Class ~A" made a net gain over Class "Xn. 
A. Mean Scores and Chins made by Classes "Bn and nx" on 
Unit III 
Class uBn 
PreT. · Fl F2 Gi G2 
Moa.n 31.17 44.08 55.13 12.91 23.96 
S.,D. s.so a.12 9.42 9.-'74 9.35 
Class nxn 
PreT. Fl Fz °i G2 
yea.n 30.68 41.79 48.97 11.21 18.38 
s.D. 7.18 8.48 s.s9 9.38 11.64 
B. Advantage in Ge.ins - Class nx n over Class nBn 
Chances in 100 tl,a.t 
29 
the true diff. is in 
favor ·of Class "X" 
26 in 100 
2.79 2 in 100 
•A negative figure signifies that Class nnn made a not gain over Class nxn 
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TABLE VIII 














9.71 17 .. 12 
a.s1 a.as 
Clltlncaa in 100 that 
Adv. Sigmadif£. , Is · the true dif£. is 1nAdvr-igmadiff. · favor of Class ".X" 
-.28 
1.55 .51 
39 in 100 
69 1n 100 
•A negative figure signifies that Class "A" mad.a a. net gain over Claos nxn.
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TABLE IX 
A. Moan Saoros and Gains Ma.do by Classea nBn and nxn on Unit IV 
Mean


























, tho tr'UO dif.f. is in 
favor of Class nxu 
83 in 100 
56 in 100 .16 
TABLE X 





















11. Advantage in Gains - Class "X" over Class "A0
3.0? 
~onces in 100 that . /s the true diff. is in 
Adv( igma.dif£. favor of Class ".X." 
1.ss 
•.48
91 in 100 
68 in 100 
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Pre T. Fl Fz 81 G2 
44.oo 49.72 52.20 s.12 a.20 
6.97 10.74 9.17 8.69 9.88 
39.59 
8.39 10~8 11~7 9.S5 9.35 
''Adv./.... di,&),&,;ol.f]].a · .1.J.. 
4.13 2.44 
s.so 2.55 2.oa 
Cha.noes in 100 that 
tho trua diff. is in 
·favor of Glass n.xn 
96 1n 100 
98 1n 100 
TABLE XII 












45.78 48.22 9.78 
s.oo 9.09 8.78 
Class nxn 
44.64 46.82 9.61 






B. Advantage in Gains - Class "X11 over Class "An 
Chances in 100 that 
Adv. Sigma.cliff,. A~ tho true dif£. is in Sigmtldiff • favor of Class nxn 
CJiX-GJ.A -.17• 2.,20 -.OS* 48 5.n "100 
G2X-~A -.45* 1.94 - •. 23• 41 in 100 
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•A nogativa figure signifies tha.t Class "A ti mde a net go.in over Class n.x:n 

















B. Advantage in Gains - Class "X" over Cla.as "B" 
Adv. Sigma.di££. Adv)igm!\w'f•.
G],X-G].B .37 2..13 .17 






Chances in 100 that 
the true dif£. is in 
£avor of Class nxn
56 in 100 


























B. Advantage in Ga.ins - Class 11.x" over Class "A" 
a.so 
9,.GG
Adv ~igmndi:f'f •· 
1.53 
Chances in 100 that 
tho true dift. is in 
favor of Class nxff
93 in 100 
100 in 100 
TABLE XV 
















F2 Gl G2 
50.04 11.00 10 .• so
8.51 14.09 10.90 
Class "X" 
56.64 16.,.06 . 20.61 
10.60 15.46 11.?3 
D. Advantage in Gains - Class nxn over Class n13n 
Cha.noes inlOO that 
37 
Adv-. Sigmadiff. Ad0igmadif£ • 
the true di!"£. is in 
favor of Class nxn 
, fliX....;f1iB 5.06 s.66 1.38 92 in 100 
GaX--~B 9.81 2.98 3.29 100 in 100 
TABLE XVI 











10.02 9.50 11.89 'l.90 
Class nxn 
4s.sa 48 •. 91 s.ss 10.as 
1.11 a.oa s.39 9.22 
B. Advantage in Go.ins - Clnss nxn over Class "A" 
Chances in 100 that 
Adv. Sigmsdi£f. Ac10i@'CI!. di.ff'.
the true ditf. is in 
favor 0£ Claes n4 n 
tliX-GiA -1.29• 2.87 -.45• 33 in 100 
G~-Gzl 5.62 2.29 2.45 99 in 100 
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•A negative £igure signifies toot class 11A" made a not gain over Class "X". 
tADLE XVII 
A. Menn Scores and Ga.ins Ma.de by Classes "Btt and nxn on Unit VIII 
Pre T. l\
Menn 36.08 50.64 


















Chances in 100 tl10.t. 
tha true dif'f. is in 
favor of Class, nxn 
0 in 100 
18 in 100 




A. ttean Scores and Ga.ins :Made by Class nAn and nxn on Unit IX
Class "A" 
Pre T. F1 F2 
Mean 36.59 51.77 :\49.32 
s.n. 12.19 10.sa ··. 9.96 
Qla.ss nxn
Meon ,38~'.03 50.59 
s.n. .~.so. 9.82 
Adv. Sir,riadifl£1. 














Clmnces in 100 that 
the true diff. ia in 
.favor of Class "X" 
21 in 100 
80 in 100 











Pro T. F1 F2 Gl G2 
37.•00 47.24 50.,44 10.24 13.44 
G.?9 5o81 5.71 s.74 '1.60 
Class nztt
38.03 50.59 52.59 12.56 14.56 
a.so 9.82 ,,.99 10.92 8.31 
Chances in 100 that 
.•/£: the true diff. is in 
Adv. Signtadiff • Advr ,;,igmatli.ff. favor of Class nxn 
2.31 84 in 100 
11 in 100 
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Interpretation of Tables .XX and XX?
Tablas XX e.nd XXI stlmIIlarize the ndvanta.gas. with the statis• 
tical signifioo.nce of tha differences,, as shown throughout tbs entire 
experiment. The units are manbered in the order in which they were 
studied .. 
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In tlw second and third colmns of To.ble XX are shown tl10 e.d-
vanto.ges :1.n T-Score points of Clo.as nxn over· Ola.sa. nA "• When the figure 
is nega.tiw it indiootos tha.t ola.sa "An excollod ola.ss nx". It will be
noted that class n.xn produced better results in £our of tbe nine units 
on the first final tests (Units :t. II, V • nnd 11II), :While class nxn 
excelled in se'V8n of the nine units on the second final tests (Units 
.,
I, II, IV.- v.. VII1 VIII, and IX)• 
The statistical significance of these obtained differences is 
given in the la.st two colllm.ns of the table. Thia slgnifioo.nce is stat-
ed in terms of the chances in one hundred that the obtained difference. 
will be found in tl1e, some direction ·a.E/ in this ·exi?arfment. Whan a 
difference is likoly to recur in tha same direction 99.?6 oh!lnoes in 
one lnmdred. it is considered a "true difference" 1n favor' of class n.x:rr 
and the number is followed by the letter "Tn. If the oho.noes nre 
ninety eight or ninety nine in one hundred, it is considered a "very 
satis:fnctory differonoen in favor. of class nxn and :lo follorred b:, tho
letters "VS". It tba probable chances are a.bow eighty in one hundred.
it is termed a "sa.tisfe.ctory difference" in fb.vor of Class n.x,u and is 
marked nsa. lihan tbe figures show less than ffi'Gnty obances in one
43 
lumdrad• it ind!oa.tea a "sa.tisfa.otoey or better" dif.ferenae in the 
other direction. or in £8.voi- of cla.ss 11A ,,. or class "B" as the case n:ny 
bei and is followed. by an a.steriak (•). U O (zero) cha.noes in one 
htmdred6, it indica.too a. ·"true d!f·ferencau in fa:vor .of class "A" or nnn. 
If one or two chances in one h\mdrad it represents a UVery sa.tisib.ctory 
difforenoen in favor of class n Au or "B"• If three to twenty chances 
in one htmdrod,,. it represents a "satisfactory differenoen for class "An 
or nnn. Tlw interpretation of the £1gures belovr twenty is therefore 
the reverse of the interpretation of the figures a.bow eighty. F:1.gores 
, . 
botrreen twenty end eighty a.re in~tad .as .ind.ica.:t;iug no dintinot 
or significant advnnta.ga to~ either ola.ss. 
Considering the advanta.gea shown on tlw first final teats. 
the method used 1n class ttxn appears to bs tho more advantageous in 
four of the ni110 units" with four t1nits ahowing no distinct a.dva.ntnga 
for either class. A "T" difference is shown in tv/0 units (I ond II) 
and an nsn· differ,enae in two other i.mits (V and VII). The results .from
the method used in olaoa nAn shows an 11S" advantage £or tmit. III only. 
Considering the advantages shown on the seoond final teats • tha method 
used. in ola.ss "X" is shown to be the more e.dwnta.goous in e.11 but two
of the nine units (Units III and VI). with one "T" (Unit VII) .. two
"VS" (Units II and VIll), ond two "S" (Units I and n, di£ferences .. 
Class "A rt again excelled in tm.it III with an "S" advantage.• 
In canporing class nBn ,nth class nxn (To.ble .XXI)a the a.d-
wntagaa ofelass nxn on the first final ~sts e~olle.d those of class 
--·---
•Sea po.ge{1 for o. diocuosion of Unit III. 
"Bn in seven of tho nine llllits (Units I~ II,. IV, V0: VI, VIIs- and IX). 
Ola.as n.xn excelled class nnn in the sa.:ns sewn units· as to o.dva.nta.ges 
ahawn on the second .final tests. ~a data presented.in the last two 
columns shatt tlnt the method used. in class n.xn gives some advantage 
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in o.11 but one uni·t on tho firat fi.ne .. 1 ·teats (unit- VIII). fhore are two
nvsn (units I and II) and four nsn (Units IV. V,, VII, and IX) 
differences. The method used by class "B" ahOVJS e. "tl"'Ue differenoeff. 
on unit VIII. Conaidering the second finnl teats •. the method used by
class nxn appoo.rs to be the moro advantageous in all but bvo of the
nina llllits (units III and VIII). The1.,a are one ''T" (Unit VII) s,.
two nvsn (units V and VI)., and one, rrsn (Unit II) differences. fhe
method usocl in class 11nn is shoVlll to be the more advan~ageous on tw'o




SUimnar1' of Advantages ot Class "X" &ver Class "A" 
Advantage in Gains Chances in 100 that the true 
Olaes "X" over Class 1•A" ditf. is in favor of Class "X" 
Fl F2 Fl Fa 
Unit I 6.81. 2.70 100 ! 82 S 
II ll.05 '1.17 100 T 99 vs
III --4.23 --3.49 4 s* l4S* 
'
IV ... -.68 1.55 39 "69
V 3.07 l..ll 91 S. 68
VI -•.l'l --.45 48 41
Vll 5.3'1 9.66 93 S 100 T 
VIII -1,.ag 5.02 33 99 vs
IX " -2.62 1.83 21 80 S 
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TABLE XX.I 
Summ.nry- of .Advantages of Class n.xn over Clasa unn-
Advantages in Gains Chonceu in 100 tho:h the true 
Class nxn owr Class "Bu diff. is in favor of Ola.as n.x.n 
Fl F2 Fl F2 
Unit I o.oo 1.33 .. 99 VS 7l 
II 6.40 3.9a· 99 VS 89 S 
III ""'."-1.?0 -5.58 26 2 VS* 
IV 2.46 .45 83 S 56
V 4.13 s.so 96 S 98 VS
VI .37 3.97 56 99 VS
VII s.os 9.81 92 S- 100 '? 
VIII -9.03 -2.04 0 T* 18 S* 




In arm-ring conolus.ions from tha findings of this experimant•* 
the reader will notice •. first. that the two classes using tl1e student-
1n1t:iAtiva toobnique did not show results in aoeordanoa with expecta-
tions. Class nBn. aooording to the I. Q. and M.A. data,, should h8.va mada 
a better showing in comparison. "'~ith Class nxn than should class: uAtt. 
Instead,., 11.0Wewr, clans nAn abo\1s advantages over class n_xn in fiw 
units. while ola.ss nBn· shows advantages owr class n.xn in only two 1lnits.
!hose £!gores perhaps should be l"educad by one each beoouse Unit III,. 
:1n ,vhioll both classes allow an advanta.gc o'V8r cl.a.as nx.n •. TraB· handled 
sanewl1ttt differently thnn were atty of the other wits in the studant-
im.tia.tiva groups. 
fills mit · (No. III) was the first on.a in whiah tll8 human 
body wo.s stucliod.. Since the texfis were rather mea.ger in their discussions 
of tho general anatomy of thl body. and sinco it seamed tba.t the human 
bo·dy and 1ta functioning wan one of the moat important divisions of 
biology, tho teo.olwr go.va a general lecture to the 0A" and nB" groups 
as well a.s: to olo.ss nxn# at tha beg!nning of the study of this unit. 
This vm.a tllo only caso where the student-initie.tiva method vro.s not con-
sistently f ollor1ed 1n olo.nses nA u and "B". Tllo writer boliews tba.t 
tha ran.son tllo results for unit In differ so drastioa.lly £ran those of 
the units prooed.:tng and following it., is that., due to tba change ... too nAn 
and "Bn pupils gave mttoh clo3or attention during tho lecture than did tho
---·-·---
•Sea !t't1blos XX o.nd x:.a. 
"X" pupils. 
Considering tho reaulta ot both studont-1n1tiat1vo classes 
in canpo.r!sai ritb Class nxn, the teacher-initiative technique shows .. 
up as the more advantageous mothOd on the first f'innl tests in eleven 
of the eighteenunita, and on tho second ~1nal test8 1n :fourteen of 
the eighteen units. mien the s1gnit1cnnce of those differences is 
considered. however, we find that ton out ot the elovan ndvantagea on 
the first fiMl teats era statistically significant (eighty chances 1n
one hundred, or better) in favor or tho teachor-init1a.t1vo method. 
and are divided into tno "T'", two "VStt nnd six ttsn diti'erencea. con-
o1der1ng the second t1nal teat reaulta1t the tenchar-1n1t1at1ve method 
shows t\10 "'r", four "VS" o.nd three ''S" dif'fe.rences, or nine significant 
advanto.ses out ot a possible fourteen. 
,he first conclusion. therefore, 1e that. under tho 
conditions of this experiment. the ndvnntoge is decidedly 1n to.vor ot 
the toaehar-1n1t1at1ve toehn1que. 
Bu.'t this ls not the whole story thut the dntn in Tables 
:XX and XXI tell. It will be noted, 1n examining the advantages shown 
tor class "X" during the first purt of the yenr {Un1ta I and II) ns 
com.pared with those shown at tho end ot the year (Units VII ana IX) 
that the tendency 1s tor the studont-1nlt1at1vo technique to reduce 
the~ advantages tor the teu<"..hor-1n1t1atlve technique as the year
prograni,ed.. For examl)le. 1n Table XX, . on the tirst final testa, the · 
teuphar-1nit1at1ve group was reduced trom showing a NT" difference 
on.:.tbe :tlr41t two units, to two units that show only a n53,t and ,t21n 
' ' .
cha.nc,t <d1tteronoe: Bj further examnntion, 1t will be noted that 
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smaller ad"Onntageo ware rogistered on the second final tests than were 
mo.de on the first fina.J. 'tests 1n n!ne of tbe eighteen units. These 
i-eduoed. e.dwnta.ges oaused by the student-initiative groups learning 
more during the reteaching period - •are· sl'ldWn in Units I. II,. V~. and 
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VI 1n Table XX o.nd units I.,. II• III# IV., &11d IX iri Xn.ble uz,. Althougl1 the 
teacller-initiative taclm!.qua prodttoed more rulvnntageouo results in four• 
teen ml!:ts out of oightaen on tle aaoond final tests• nevertheless. tha
e.dvanta.ges nera reduced 1n nine of these units from tha .advantages 
shown on the first final teats. !his would indicate 'tha.t tho at'Udenta 
nsing the stndent-initintive teolmiquo learned ~a in tho period 
between the . b.7o finnl tests. 
the second. conclusion., therefore~ 1a that. if the time were 
extended under too conditions of tl11s experi:mGnt., tho studont•initia.tiw 
teolmique might prow finally to be the better. 
l'erhaps,. .c.fter all,. a.,more pertinent general conolus1on to 
be ~m £ram tho results of this experSment is._ tba.1: the pupils will 
loo.rn more and ba more greatly bonefited. if they a.ro ta"tlght by sane 
mothod such ,as t110.t usod by the student-initiatiw groups. ibe 
students 1n o.11 groups had 'been taught practically always during their 
school ex.perienae by methods similar to the teacher-initiative teoh• 
niqm. Those in tho studont-!nitia.tive groups bad to overcome the 
habits of theGe past years ot training. and lnd to acquaint themselves 
vrlth and adjust them.ael ws to this new "solf•direeted" mathoci 0£
study.. After leaving school., tba pupils must 'be mlf-re llont and self 
direotiw. Thorefora.t, pupils taught by some sort of stuclent-initiatiw 
method probably will be better trained for future life than when train--
ed by soma sort of tea.eher-:1.nitio.tiw method. 
To sumnariza tho conclusions which seem to bo justified from 
a study of the data. obtained 1n this exper:lment. it mo.y tborefore be 
said, 
Firstat that the method nsecl by the taaohar-initie.tiw group 
produced tho :most satisfactoey reaults:. 
Second. that., if. the . experiment were· continued for a 
sufficiently long period,:. the student-initintiw l'll8thod might show 
results that would prove it to be the more ndvnntagaous method to 
use. o.nd 
Third. tbo.i; o. method s1milo.r to tlw ono used by the student• 
1nitia.tiw groups probably would be better tra.1ning for students 
as a prepo.ra.tion for life. 
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APPENDIX 
A copy of the guide sheets and both forms ot the test tor 
Unit II are given on the following pages. Form I of the test will be
aeen to be a true false test, while·Form II is the controlled comple-
tion type. These two types of tests together with three others, the 
modified true false, the divided sentence and the multiple choice 
types were used in different combinations in the other eight units. 
A cow of the modified true false test is also included because it 
is a relatively unfamiliar type. 
Following these samples of "tools" used in the experiment 
are tables that present the T-scorea made by the individual pupils 




Unit II Nam.a ----------
HOW PLANTS ABE ADA.Fi'ED FOR 'l'HE MANOFACTORE OF FOOD. 
I. Bow plants manufacture food. 
l. Atter finding some ways 1n which animals are adapted for obtaining 
food we turn to the problem or how plants obtain food.. Plants are, 
on the whole, not able to move about, and so use other means for 
getting food. Plants are food makers-food factories. In what part 
or parts of' the plant does this food making process take place? What 
types or rood (nutrients) are manufactured by plants? What type is 
produced in greatest abundance? · 
2. The process of' food manufacture is called photosynthesis. Explain 
the derivation or this te:rm, and its meaning. 
3. What are the raw materials that are used in the photosynthesis or 
starches and sugars? Give the chemical equation tor this reaction .. 
What gas is produced as a by-product of this chemical action? What 
becomes of' this product? Of what advantage is this to animals? 
4. What chemical elemonts do proteins contain that carbohydrates do not? 
From what source do these elements come? (ibis is a function of the 
soil. Wl\ter.) 
5. What substance in the 1eaves of a plant is responsible for carrying 
on this photosynthetic process? Describe it. 
6. Examine a leaf in cross section. Make a drawing of 1 t under the 
microscope and label the parts. Indicate the upper epidermis. lower 
epidermis, nalisade cells, chlorophyil bodies, spongy layer. stomata. 
7. Give the function of each ot the parts indicated in the drawing. 
a. Why are the cells ot a leaf rather far apart, giving the leaf a 
rather spongy texture? 
9. Under what conditions does this photosynthetic process proceed? 
Examine plants that have grown in the light and those grown 1n the 
dark. Compare them. What ditterences do you note? Test tor the 
_presence of starch in the leaves ot both plants. 
10. Is it true that plants obtain all their food from the soil? Explain. 
ll. Will plants vhich are not green manufacture tood? lixplain. 
II. How food-making materials are taken 1'rom the soil. 
l. Is a proper soil necessary for the growth ot plants? Why? A;re there 
any exceptions? It so, what? , 
a. Make a list of about ten elements which are used in the makeup 
of plant food. Give tho chemical symbol tor each. 
3. ffl.11oh of these elemtats are obtained primarily trom the air in the 
process ot toad manutacture? Which from the soil? 
.4. How is the root specially adapted to take up these materials from 
the soil? Examine root hairs, and make drawings of them. Aleo 
make a cross section drawing of a root, and label the parts. 
5. Explain osmosis. In what condition must any material be in order 
to pass through a plant or animal membrnnp.e by osmosis? Therefore, 
'What 1s one ver, important function or the water in the soil? 
6. Explain how the root, by osmotic action._ ia able to take water, 
together with t:1e dissolved food materials, from the soil, and 
raise it clear to the tips of the topmost leaves of the plant. 
(Note: Osmotic pressure is probably not the only cause ot this 
action; scientists do not yet have a fully satisfactory explanation. 
It is probably the pri.ncipal cause.) 
7.· In osmosis, there is passage of liquids both ways. What purpose, 
if nny, does._ the water serve that goes out tram the roots into 
the soil? How is this an advantage? · 
a. What other purpose or purposes has the root? Discuss fully. 
9. Are all roots alike 1n size. struature, and function? n1ustrate 
e.nd discuss. 
10. In a paragraph, summarize by telling how the roots contribute 
to the welfare of plants. 
III. How tood-maldng materials are trans ported from the soil to the leaves. 
A. Functions of the stem.. 
l. Where does the soil water go after 1 t enters the root? 
2. In the osmotic action of the root, more water en tars the 
plant than goes back into the sou. Is all the water that is 
sent upward from the root through the stem, used by the leaves· 
in the manUfaoture of food? If not. what becomes or it? What 
is this process called? 
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3. Why is there a· downvmrd movement or sap through the stem? In 
what part of the stem does this downward movement ot sap occur? 
. The upward movement? Give evidence tor this conclusion. 
4. What materials, if aey, are carried by the downward movement ot 
the sap. and what is their function? Why is 1 t inaccurate to 
speak of the "c1rculat1ontt ot the sap? 
5. Stems serve as a means of support, or aa a framework tor the plant. 
Classify stems according to their manner of serving as a support. 
Describe stems according to their types. Give examples. 
B. The growth or stems. 
l. 1'he growing part o:t the stem 1s called the cambium. Where is the 
cambium located in the stem ot a dicot? Of a monocot? Give examples 
of each of these types of plant. What is the significance of these 
names?
2. Would you expect this growing part to be in a place that is reached 
by both descending and ascending sap? Why?
3. Why does the process of' "girdling" a tree kill it? Why must young 
frUit trees have wire netting or other guards placed around their 
trunks close to the ground in winter? 
4. Distinguish between "determinatett e.nd "indeterminate" growth of 
stems. 
5. What 1s a "bud"? Describe one. What is 1 ta purpose? How can one 
distinguish between leaf buds and flower buds from visual observation. 
o• .Arrangement of' stem.a. 
l. Describe the excurrent type ot branching and give several examples. 
3. What is the significance or those two teme. that they mould be 
used to indicate these two types or stem arrangements? 
4. Describe the a1ternato arrangement of buds on the etam. The 
oppos 1ta arrangement. . 
5. ~ea number or stems, with leaves attached• and• holding them 
1n· their normal position on the tree. look at them from the 
direction that tha sun's mys fe.ll upon them at noon. What do 
you find about the position of the leaves with reference to the 
aW1'a rays? How does the alternate or opposite leaf arrangement 
bring about thi:s condition? 
6. now does the size of the leaves at the upper part or the stem 
canpare with that of the lower part? Of what advantage is this? 
7. What happens to the lowest branehos of a tree as the tree grows 
taller and largo~? ·-Note this especially among forest trees. 
Why" is this? 
a. Why is a forest tree. of tho exourrent type. that has grown up 
among tnaDY' others or the same size,. a much better tree tor 
producing lumber than one which has grown up by itself? What 
has causad tlds? -~ 
9. · What, in general• is the purpose of any i:pecial type o:r stem 
arra.Dgement or a plant? 
D. In a paragraph• summarize by telling hem stems a.re arraged so that 
they can ·most etteotively aid the plant in food manufacture •. 
IV. Bow non-green plants obtain food. 
1. name several plants that do not manufacture their own food. 
How 1s the external appearance of all these plants different 
from the appearance o~ other plants?· 
2. How do theae plants obtain their food? Discuss. 
3. Describe each of the following plants as to appearance,. food habits, 
and habitat; Indian pipe. mushroom. Pitcher Plant,. bread l'Jl.Old~ 
4. What term is applied to orsnnisme · ot this type; that is. those 
which depend for their living upon other organisms and give 
noth;ng 1n return? What .are anproph:ytes? Give examples. 
V. Summary. 
Write a. page or so on the topic of how plants are adapted for the 
manufacture of.f'ood• in which you summarize the essential points 
brot@ht out in this unit. 
Laboratory exercises: 
study osmotic action by;. using a potato and by using the regular
apparatus designed for the purpose. Use both solttble and non-
soluble materials,, aud also. sol11t1ons of vneying density. Make 
CD08S-08Ct1on drr.lwings Of root t stem (both monocot and dicot), 
and leaf• using the high power compound microscope as necessary. 
Field trip to study leaf arrangements and to gather non-green 
plants. 
References: 
AndrawtJ, Prao • .Botaey; Chap. 3, 4, 5., 6 .. 
Bergen & Caldwell, Prac. Botany; Chap. 2, 3, 4. 
Atwood; Pp. 38-88. 
Clement; Chap. 2a. 29, 30, 31. 
Kinsey; Oh1,tp. 13. 
Hunter. New Essentials; Chap. 7, a, 9. 
Moon; Ohap. a. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13. 
Smallwood, Revaley & Bailey; (ltew); Chap. 26, 27, 28, 29~ 33. 
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Date Name Biolos,. Unit II, Test l. --- -----------
(Directions: some of the following statements are true and some are false. 
In the parenthesis which immediately follows each statement. place a plus 
if the statement 1s true, and a minus if 1 t is false (not true). 
I 
a. The process or photosynthesis is carried on only in green,. chlorophy-ll-
bearing plants. · · ( )a. 
b. In a healthy leaf which is green with white strips, it is very 
likely that one would not find starch in the white portion, but 
wOUld find it only in the green part. 
o. Oxygen is taken from the air by plants in the process ot 
photosynthesis. 
d. A plant will be likely to produce more starch on a cloudy day than 
on a day that is bright and clear, because less energy is taken 
away from the photosynthetic process tor carrying on respiration. 
e. Water and carbon dioxide are the raw materials used by the 
plant in the manutacture of starch. 
f. The soil salts, containing nitrogen, phosphorus, pota.saium, etc. 
are used by the plant in the making of proteins, but not tor the 
making of starches and sugars. · 
g. A/J a result or the photosynthetic process, plants give ott 
1arga quantities of oxygen into the air. 
h. All the cells ot a green leaf are very- closely packed together 
in order to make possible the passage of sap from one cell to 
another. 
1. The chlorophyll bodies (chloroplasts) are usually found in all 
the cells of a leaf·except those of the upper and lower epidermis, 
and possibly ot the veins. 
J. The stomata and lenticels are passageways which carry water from 
the base ot the leaf toward the tip. 
II 
a. Roots serve as a means of anchorage or support and often for the 
storage ot food, as well as for the purpose of obtaining tood 
materials trom the soil. 
b. The sap travels toward the stem, along the outer part or the root, 
just underneath the epidermis. 
c. Water is obtained from the soil by the root through very- tiny
tubes which open into the soil at the tips ot the root hairs 
and lead from these tips to the stem and the leaves. 
d. The root hairs are the long, slender fibers which divide and 
subdivide at the outer end of' each root. 
e. Each root hair 1a can.posed or one cell only, and is therefore 
very· tiny.· 
:r. I~ the membrane which surrounds the root hair is semi-permeable 

















g. In the process or growth, the root lengthens at the tip only; not 
at the base near the stem.. ( )g. 
h. Food material can be obtaine¢ from the·soil by the root only 
when it is dissolved in the soil water. { )h. 
1. A'JJY and all soil material,. containing the proper elements. that 
is located near enough to the plant to be reached by the roots, 
is available to the plant.as food. ( )1. 
j. Osmotic pressure ia probably the principal force that lifts 
the soi1 water from the root to the tips of the leaves. ( )j. 
III 
a. The sole and only purpose o:r the stem is to transport soil 
water from the roots to the leaves or the plant. 
b. The growing portion of a monocot stem is the outer part, just 
inside the bark. 
c. Rings of annual growth are shown by dicot stems only. 
d. A tree increases 1n height by growth at the tips ot the stems 
only. 
e. There is sap moving downward as well as upward through the 
trunk of a tree. 
f. In the dicot stem ·theca.u1bium, layer is located just inside the 
bark.
g. The upward-moving sap 1a richer in sugar,_ and the downward-
moving sap 1s richer in soil salts. 
h. Starch will usually be found in the sap.which oozes from a 
freshly made cut 1n some part of a plant~ 
1. It one should look at a small plant 1n the direction that the 
sun•s rays shine upon it. only a few ot the leaves could be 
seen, since most of the top leaves would cover up the lower ones. 
j. A tree that shows the excurrant type ot branching would be 
good for making into a telephone pole. 
IV 
a. Plants which do not bear chlorophyll are of no service in 
supplying oxygen to the air for the breathing ot animal.a. 
b. All plants which do not bear chlorophyll must be either 
parasitic or saprophytic. 
c. The mistletoe is a parasitic plant which has green leaves; 
it will therefore need to obtain only sugar from the host 
tree on mioh it grows. · 
d. The pitcher plant, which obtains its food trom the bodies of 
insects which it traps• ia a saprophyte. 



























Date _____ Biology. Unit II. Test 2. Nam.a. ____________ _ 
Directions: In each of the paragraphs below, certain ro rds or phrases 
are omitted, and blanks appear in their place.a. On r:ach blank, 
place the number of the word or phrase (which you find in the 
column to the right) that properly fills in the omission. and 
also place this same number in the parenthesis which appears direct-
ly to the left or the blank. A.nY number may be used as mony 
times as it is needed. Keep sentence structure correct. sea that 
each number is recorded first in the proper blank and second 1n the 
proper parenthesis. Ttlke your time and do not rush. 
I 
i'he manufacture of starches and sugars from 




and water takes place in ----____ plants only and only in the 
, parts of these plants. A$ a result 
of this process, large quantities of~~~--
are given off into the a1r. Soil salts 




tha formation of __ _, but not in :f'Ol.'ming 
• Tb.a photosynthetic process is car-----ried on in the of a plant, and the 
( 
( 
cells ot these organs are arranged toge-
) ther • 'lhe chlorophyll bodieo are 
) usually located near the or each of 
the cells 1n \Vhich they are .found. sun-





upper epidermis. Ga.sea pass in and out. 
1n the photosynthetic process, through the ___ _, most of which ara located in the 
of the leaf. Water is distributed ----to the various parts of the leaf by the 










Beside furnishing food material to the plant, 
the root usually serves as a means ot an-
) chorage and often tor the purpose of ----
In order to be taken into the root. the 
) soil foods must be , and when in 
this condition, they pass into the :root 
) bY- • In o.i:•der to do this,·the sur-
) faces ot the root hairs must be __ _...;;.;;;.;.;,_ __ 
) Root hairs are ma.de up of • and are 
) found of the root. ThroUP"Jl the cen-
tral cylinder of the root, the sap is tra-
) voling the stem. 'I'he principal. force 
which causes the upward movement of the sap 
) in a. tree is • · 
l. cannot 
2.. upper surface 
3. oxygen 
4. upper epidennia 










15. outer surface 
16. leaves 
17. carbon dioxide 




l. osmotic pressure 
2. torra.rd 
3. dissolved in water 
4. one cell each 
5. photosynthesis 
6. food storage· 
7. at tho base 
a. semi-permeable 
9. in solid form. 
lo. iaany cells 
ll. osmosis 
12. transpiration 
13. near the mJd dle 
14. gravity 
15. near the tip 




















Sap is carried u,PWo.rd through a d:foot stem 
• In a monocot stem. the movement ----of sap occurs • A tree that is 
densely covered with leaves at the outer 
~nds of its branches will have ...----leaves on the larger branches inside. 
A branch that is a certain distance above 
the ground in a young dicot tree will. bar-
ring accident,, be found to be dis-
tance above the gro'Wld after the tree has 
grown for a period or ten years .or more. 
Upward.moving sap which issues frora. a 
wound in a tree will usually be found to 
contain a relatively high amount of--------
and only n ro1atively small amount of ___ _ 
as compared with downward-moving sap.. The
type of branching shown by an elm or oak 
tree is • Leaf arrangements are 
always found to be made witl1 reference to
the • 
IV 
Certain nnn:..green plants O such as mushroo1ns and 
toadstools, a.re • since they usually 
obtain food ··' • G'reen plants are usu-
ally • If a plant, a bacterium. for 
example, obtains its livelihood from. a live 
organism~ it is said to be • A car-
nmverous plant, aueh as the pitcher plant 
or Venus Fly Trap,. has to obtain .--------
from the ground through its roots. 
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l. along the meditl-
lary rays 
2. efflorescent 
3. near the bark 
4. a greater 
5. auger 
6. in the heartwood
7. few 
a. starch 
9. in scattered pla-
cos throughai t 
the stem 
10. many
11. about the sooia
12. position of the 
sun
13. a. smaller 
14. deliquescent 
15. al terna ta 
16. pull of gravity 
17. soil salts 
18. flow of the sap
l. from dead organic 
. matter 
2. parasitic 











Date • ----- Biology. Unit I, Test 2. Name -----------
Directions: Soma of the following statements aro true and some are not 
true (false.). i'he true statements are to be left alone, without 
being marlted in any way. The false statements are all to be so 
changed as to make them true. To change the false statements, 
words or phrases are to be added, omitted, or changed in whatever way 
may be necessary. When you hand in the test paper with the changes 
rrhich you think are needed, all the statements should be true. 
The false statements are to be so changed as to make positive state-
ments. lio correction will be .satisfactory which merely inserts a 
"not" somewhere in the falae statement, except in rare cases when the 
correction can be made in no other way. 
I. 
a. An object which is knocked over when struck by a hammer or a club is 
one that is living, since it possesses the power of motion. 
b. Living things differ from non-living things in that they occupy space 
and have weight, while non-living things do not. 
c. Living things will not fall when support ia removed, as will non-living 
things. 
d. Living things are subject to all the laws m.ich govern non-living 
things, and also to other laws or principles vb. ich do not govern non-
11 ving things. 
e. Most living things, but not all, are able to use food for the purpose 
of making living tissue. 
II.
a. All living things possess protoplasm; non-living things do not. 
b. All living things, except the mammals, are made up of one or more cells. 
c. Protoplasm is a material that is usually found in cells, but it is 
sometimes replaced by other non-living material. 
d. JJ:'issues make up a cell just as bricks make up a wall. 
e. A tissue is usually made up ot several organs. 
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f. An organism. is any living individual, large or small, simple or can.plex~ 
III
a. ~he little one-celled animal, the amoeba, carries on just as man.v life 
functions as the bird. 
b. A simple, one-celled organism is different from a complex (many-celled} 
organism in that it has much fewer l.ife processes to perform. 
e. The higher the amount of division of labor shown in a plant or animal, 
the more simple is the plant or ani.Illal.
d. All the life processes ,11hich are common to animals are also common to 
plants. 
e. The process of nutrition is carried on by the amoeba, but the process of 
excretion is not. 
IV 
a. Living things are divided by biologists into three different kingdoms; 
plant, animal, and human. 
b. Phylum vertebra ta is a subdivision of t 1,e class mammal ia. 
c. t9hen there are two parts to the scientific name of a given organism, 
these two parts indicate the class and the order. 
d. The oat belongs to tho genus felia; felis therefore apxe ars as the 
first part of' the scientifio name for the domeattc cat. 
e. To locate a given plant in its proper scientific classification, 
one must know the place where it was found 1n order to lmow what 
other plants of knovm. classification it was found with. 
f. Scientific names are usually of Latin origin. 
g. The camnon name for a~ organism is the same, regardleso of tho locality 
1n which it is found, or of the nationality of the person naming it. 
Interpretation ot Tables XKII to XXX 
In reading the Tables XXII to XXX, the following interpretation 
should be given,-the list of T-Scores 1n the five columns each for 
each class, are given under headings that are the same as those used in 
Tables II to XIX. ~e pupils are numbered instead of being n.am9d. 
Pupils "lA", "1B0 , and "l.X11 are the same three pupils in all nine 
tables. This was done so that the complete record of arw one pupil 
could be read from these tables. Because or cramped space and the two 
point decimals used for the means and sigmas, these figures are staggered 
at the foot or the columns. In Table XXII the means should be read as 
follows,-33.42 is the mean for the Pre T., column, 45.62 the mean.tor 
the Fi column, 48.76 the mean for the F2 column, ll.29 the mean for the 
G1 column and 14.43 the mean tor the G2 column. 32.70 is the menn for the 
Pre T. column of class "Bu, 44.80 the mean for the F1 column, etc. 
The sigmas for the distributions are given under the imans, also 
in staggered form. 6.71 is the sigma for the Pre T. column, ?.32 the 




T-acorea Unit I. 
Olaes ttA" Olaes ·"B" Class "X" 
Pupil P.ra. F1 F2 Gi ~ Pre. F1 F2 Gl Ga .Pre. F1 F2 Gi G2 
1 55 66 50 l ( 5) 25 57 50 32 25 42 50 39 8 ( 3)
2 35 66 58 21 23 40 44 50 4 10 29 37 39 8 10 
3 35 43 46 8 11 40 51 53 11 13 23 60 63 37 40 
4 38 56 61 18 23 -- -- - - -- 2Z 53 44 30 21 5 42 43 48 1 6 58 51 50 13 12 29 44 59 15 30
G 40 59 63 19 23 44 61 53 17 9 26 43 32 1'1 6
7 .44 65 50 11 6 32 51 63 19 31 26 56 48 30 22a 30 42 27 12 ( 3) 35 49 56 14 21 29 53 57 24 28
9 37 43 37 6 0 40 4'1 46 7 6 25 49 53 24 28
10 31 37 47 6 16 26 30 36 4 10 29 -66 66 37 37
11 37 46 56 9 19 - -- - - - - - - - -12 29 .39 51 10· 22 30 42 47 12 1'1 35 :35 43 0 8 
13 27 40 39 13 12 - -- - - - 25 58 47 13 22l4 32 48 aa· 16 36 - -- -- . - - 24 49 39 25 15 15 32 33 35 l 3 31 33 36 2 4 25 27 48 2 23 
16 25 37 50 12 25 29 47 51 18 22 -- - - - -17 31 50 40 19 9 28 39 46 11 1a 2·9 46· 47 1'1 18 
18 29 43 49 14 20 37 47 53 10 16 "· 26 53 46 27 20 
19 35 49 50 14 15 ""' .. - .... ... - 24 48 30 24 620 - - - - -- 28 47 46 19 18 24 43 40 19· 16 21 25 37 56 12 31 29 36 -40 7 11 - - - - -22 32 46 43 14 ll 40 ·47 57 7 17 31 48 43 17 12 
23 - ... -- -- -- 26 35 39 9 13 35 36 32 1 ( 3 )"24 25 36 46 11 21 26 47 42 21 16 
25 31 46 53 15 22 37 50 53 13 16 
26 37 48 36 ll ( l) 
27 26 47 51 21 25 
28 25 47 46 22 21 
. 29 28 43 53 15 25 
30 - - - -- --31 27 36 40 9 13 
32 24 44 39 20 15 
33 25 46 33 21 8
34 24 39 44 15 20 
( 34.33 48.76 14.43 44.80 12.10 27.93 45.06 17.13 
Mean ( 45.62 11.29 32.70 48.50 16.80 46.03 1e.10 
( 6.71 9.62 10.70 7.81 e.aa 4.'11 8.50 10.38 
Sigma( 7.32 5.70 5.86 6.56 6.56 7,79 9.26 
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Table XXIII 
T-Scorea Unit II 
Olaes "A" Olaes "B" Class "X'" 
Pllpil Pre. Fl F2 Gi 02 Pre~ Fl F2 Gl ~ Pre •. F1 F2 Gl G2 
l 42 48 ·61 6 19 44 35 54 ( 9) 10 38 57 58 19 20 
2 42 60 63 · 8 21 27 40 o4 13 27 40 60 53,'20 13 
3 33 32 60 ( 1). 27 31 46 57 15 26 40 52 66 12 26 
4 35 56 63 21 28 33 32 40 ( l) 7 21 56 ?l 35 50 
5 33 64 71 21 38 29 . 48 53 19 24 38 46· 61' a 23 
6 31 50 ~7 19 36 21 40 54 19 33 40 50 60 10 20 
7 33 38 152 5 19 21 54 69 33 48 29 50 '17 21 48a 21 50 38 29 17 27 46 48 19 21 31 43 52 12 21 
9 33 36 44 3 11 35 50 50 15 15 21 64 66 33 45 
10 27 42 43 15 16 27 38 59 ll 32 35 61 67 26 32 
11 38 48 ~6 10 28 - -- ... - -- - -- -- .... - -12 48 46 59 ( 3) 11 29 46 58 l'l 29 21 65 50 34 29 
13 35 57 44 22 9 - -- -- -- - 38 48 66 10 28 14 33 38 69 5 36 2'1 33 61 6 34 29 55 5? 20 26
15 21 30 38 9 17 38 40 52 2 14 27 50 60 23 33
16 33 21 48 (12) 15 38 45 69 7 21 - -- -- - --17· ,.o 40 60 0 20 31 42 63 11 32 38 50 54 12 16 
18 46 52 71 8 25 31 47 38 16 'l 21· 44 46 ·23 25 
19 35 33 58 (· 2) 23 31 · 36 52 4 21 '' 21 60 ·63 39 42
20 29 35 ·55 . 6· 27 38 47 67 9 29 21 48 67 '27 46 
21 33 42 56 9 23 33 45 44 l2 ll .... : ·- 't- ·-- -22 33 33 40 ·o 7 21 ·47 ·57 '26 46 44.: 40 44 {' 4) 0
23 44. ~1 24 (~3) (20) 29 42 45 13 16 44 40 :55 ('4)ll 
24 33- ·40 38 . 'I 5 35 56 46 21 ll ·..
25 38 44 57 6 19 35 36 59 ·1 24 
26 31 65 61 24 30'
27 29 43 46 14 17 
28 53 40 67 ·. 'I 34
29 27 48 55 21 28 
30 -- -- ..... ...... --31 33 38 60 '6 27 
32 21 50 58 29 37 
33 '33 65 56 22 23 
34 . 31 50 50 19 19,,
·_)\ 
. ( 34.70 54.fO 19.70 42.69 11.93 31.50 '58.37 26.87 
Mean ( ' ~t~\'·
( 41.78, 7.08 30.96 63186 22.91 49,73 18.13 
( 6.70 12.16 11.83 6~48 a.a3 '1.24 7.90 11.65 
Sigma( 




Class "A" Class "B" Class "X"· 
1PUpil Pre. '1 Fa Gl Q.2 Pre. F1 •a Gl G2 Pre. F1 ., Gl 02 2
l 4'1 60 '13 13 26 38 47 60 9 22 53 60 60 ? "I
2 38 58 48 20 10 35 52 55 17 20 28 53 55 25 2'1
3 38 49 45 ll ' 25 46 &6 21 41 24 4'1 63 23 39 4 36 55 '69 19 33 35 44 43 9 8, 53 53 69 20 36
5 42 55 50 l3 8 33 42 60 9 27 33 45 53 12 20 
6 33 65 50 22 17 23 53 63 30 40 40 44 38 4 (2)
'I 45 50 53 5 8 35 54 '18 19 43 24 49 60 25 26 
8 23 45 44 22 21 36 4'1 69 11 24 41 49 48 8 'I 
9 24 38 40 14 l& 35 47 65 12 30 26 54 55 28 29 
10 33 48 66 15 33 39 38 52 (l) 13 25 60 64 35 39 
ll 28 50 69 22 41 -- .... ... -- -- 24 30 44 6 20 12 33 4'/ 60 14 27 24 36 58 l2 34 41 42:: 44 l 3
13 ;33 44 4'1 u 14 -- ... -- -- -- 28 44 51 16 23 14 35 50 '13 16 38 31 33 61, 2 20 · 30 40 44 10 14 
15 31 44 33 13 2 30 55 48 25 18 24 4l 62 17 38 
16 23 30 63 7 40 35 .9 59 14 24 25 24 58 (l) 33 
17 23 68 47 40 24 24,, 4'1 43 23. 19 38 43 41 5 3
18 39 63 67 24 21 28 J18 50 10 22 24 41 62 17 38
19 26 48 63 22 37. 23 26 44 3 21 35 35 41 0 6
20 30 4'1 60 l'I 30 31 31 69 0 38 24 44 43 20 19 
21 38 36 53 (2) 15 33 38 52 5 19 28 38 -'·41 10 13
22 26 4'1 38 21 l2 36 49 48 13 12 24 33 35 9 11
23 50 47 66 (3) 16 26 65 41 39 15 24 44 39 20 15
24 24 38 43 14 19 35 35 44 0 9
25 38 39 60 1 22 38 49 43 11 5
26 22 35 61 13 29 
' .. ~'l 26 41 43 15 17 
28 43 35 54 (a)· 11
29 33 41 41 8 8
30 36 4l 43 5 7
31 3141 48 10 17 
32 26 28 53 2 2'1
~ 26 33 44 ' 18 34 28 29 41 1 13 
(33.65 55,52 21.a, 44.oe 12.91 30.68 48.97 18.38 
Mean ( 
( 4\l.09 15.44 31.1'1 65.13 21.96 41.'19 u·.21 
( '1.64 ll.68 ll.47 8.72 9.74 7.18 8.59 11.64 
Sigma ( 
( '1.65 8,84 5.30 9.42 9.35 8.48 9.38 
Table XXV
T-Scores Unit· IV 
Olaes "A" · Class "B" Clase "X" 
Pupil: Pre •. Fl F Gl G2 Pree Fl F2 Gl 02 Pre. F1 F2 a1 Q,22
l 4'/ .56 ... 71 9 24 39 43 44 4 5 45 49 50 4 .e
2 49:52 56 3 'I 41 41 5'1 0 16 47 52 60 5 la 
·3 34 42 39 8 5 41 60 67 19 26 52 60 62 8 10 
4 36..64, 68 28 36 39 42 39 3 0 41 58 56 1'1 16 
5 39 .56 ·u. l'l 17 43 52 55 9 12 45 54 46 9 1 
6 41:,52 62 ll 21 45 49 52 4 'I 39 42 62 s 32 
.. 'I '. .34 .'4'1 58 l3 24 31 52 58 21 27 43 40 68 (3) 25
.8 '39.:•5 .. 38 6.. (1) . 39 . 45 40 ..~6 1 36 50 49 14 13 
9 39 _38. 4.'1 (1) 8 36 39· :es 2 _·32 45 62 48 17 3
10 45 ... M"~l&a 9 10. 43 40. 4'1 (3). 4 52 .€52 60 0 8
11 39 se·. ·55 17'· 16' - ·- -- -- -- 39 41 '68 2 19 l2 34 02 .'14 18 40 43 47 55 4 12. 36 .49 58 13 22 
13 ... 36 4'1'. ·27 11 (9) 31 41· '11 10. :40 34 52 53 18 19 
~4 41.:47 . 62 6 21 41 34· 46 (7) 5 .31 52 69 21 38 
15 ··~28 1~ ... 43 16 .. 15 43 38 46 (5) 2 36 52 60 16 24
16 .31 31. 60 Cf 29., 39' 35 :5a ( ,fr) l'I 41 41 64 0 23 
17 45.'.46 60 l 16 24 55 49 01: 25 36 49 44 l3 ·s
18 31'56 :eo 25 29 43 .46 62 3 9 36 35 43 (l) ,, 
19 · 34 52 55 18 21 24 24 60 0 .3& .e1 36 55 5 24 
20 39'54 60 16 21 39. 66 62 16 23 ·34 ,54 GB 20 28
21 39 24 58 (15) 19. 34 60 52 26 .. 18 31 32 39 l ~ 
22 39· 54 24 15 (15) 41 40 49 (l) 8 36 62 60 26 24 
23 4'/ 66 56 9 9 . 24 43 55 19 31' 34 35 47 1 13 
24 21 · 35 56 14 35 41 46 49 5 8
25 .~1 34 40 3' 9: 39 35 62 (4) 23
.26 31 39 52 8 21 
2'1 36 32 60 (4) 24
28 39 55 52 16 13 
29 ~9 52 ea l3 29 
30 24 32 62 8 28
31 34 48 41 14 ?
32 28 52 46 24 18
33 34 54 . 62 20 28
34 31 52 41 21 10 
( 38.52 64.09 15.57 43.'11 7.25 3?.53 54.65 17.12 
Mean ( 
( 48.91 10.39 36.46 53~13 16 .• 67 4'7424 9.'11 
( 5.38 12.65 12.56 a.ea 9.97 e.23 8.30 e.e3 
Sigma ( 




·; ,\· l 
Class "A" Olaes "B" Class "XW 
' ' ~ 
Pupil Pre. Fl F'a Gl G8 Pre'•· r1 F2 Gl G8 Pre. Fl '2 Gl G2 
1 50 53. ?0 3 20 56 , '16 . 46 . 21 (10) 42 ·58 · 56 16 14 
2. 42 62. 64 10 22 48 64 44 16 . (4) 43 50 ea 'I 15 
3 56 · 56 · 68' 0 12 42 51 58 9 16 44 · 60 '8 16 14 
4 46 58' 62 J.a 16 32 48 '44 16 12 44 64 · 76 · 10 32
5 50 46 64'. (4) 14 ·. 53 66 •. 41 13 (12) · 44 72 ·, 61 28 1'1
6 44 61 64 17 20 43 64 61 21 18 · 43 44 64 1 21 
7 48 48 48 0 0 43 53 54 10 11 42 ···61 · 58 19 16 
8 35 46 35 11 O· 42 58 52 16 10 56 56 '12 00 16 
9 40 44 46 4 6· 51 44 · 68. ('1) 17 · 37 50 48 13 11· 
10 32 44 60 12 18 43 35 5~ (a>:i3 50 52 68 2 18. 
ll . 40 53 54 13 14 40 48 48 8 8 35 37 52 · 2 1'1 ·
12 43 38 51 · (5) 8 37 48 46 11, 9. 32 53 32 21 0
13 46 48 50 2 ·4 51 56 44 5 . ('1), 28 60 46 32 18 
14 21 37. 46 16 25 28 32 48 4 20 . 32 56 '10 24 38
15 32 46 51 ·14 21 51 ·50 66 (1) 15 37 41 35 4 (2)
16 28 32 40' 4 1a 46 48 66 2 20 50 64 44 14 ·cer: 
17 50 41 60 (9) 10 44 48 72 4 28 35 ·46 46 ll 11· 
18 44 61 68 17 24 51 56 53 5 a 44 60 60 6 16 
19 37 48 44 lU '1 42 35 38 (7) (4) · 32 3'1 35 5 3
20 3? .40 38 rs .1 51 44 50 (7) (1) 44 32 50 (12) 6
21 21 35 21 14 0 42 41 51 (1) 9 28 25 32 (3) 4
22 21 26 38 5 19 44' 58 56. 14 12 37 40 41 3 4
23 40 46 54 6 14 32 32 44 0 12 26 36 37 9 11
24 r.. \ 61 46 58 (5) 'I 51 56 60 5 9 
25 37 42 41 :5 4 51 54 56 3 6
26 32 43 48 ll 16 
27 46 52 62 6 16,
28 42 44 eo· 2 18
29 46. 52 68 6 12
30 50 56 68 6. a·
31 3'7 '10 53 33 16 
32 21 32 46 U ·25
33 28 51 ~l 23 33
34 3'1 38 44 1 7
( 39i26. 51.65. 12.39. 44.()0 . 52.20 a.20 39.•59, 53.09· 13.50 
Mean ( 
( 4tl.04 tl.78 49.'12 .. 5,'12 49.44. 9.05. 
( 9.55 12.15. ,.ea 6.97 9.17 9.88 8.39, u.27. 9.35 
Sigma ( 




. ' o·lass "B". Olaes "A" Class "X" 
Pupil . Pre. F1 Fa -~1 G2 Pre, f~. '2 Gl G2 Pre. F1 Fa Gl GS 
l 55 48 ·e1 ... (7) 6 39 i'10 57 31 18'' 55 · 55 ~'1 0 12 
2 46 48 '10 .· 2 ·~4 61 61 54 0 (?) ' 44 55 5'1 ll lS 
3 39 61 ,51 18 12 33 44 40 11 '1 41 :61 64- 20 23 
4 35 54 61:::·19 ·,26 33 35 39 2 6 36, .~ 55 12 19. 
5 36 57 65 21 19 44 55 48 11 4 46 55 · 5'1 9 u 
6 46 .54 55 . 8 9 46 61 &O 15 14 35 37. 46 2 11
7. 33 64 55 21 22 35 48 51 13 16 27 46 4a 19 21 
8 39 45 51 14· 12 44 61 46 17 2 41. 35 61 (6) 20· '
9 .48 51. 51 3 3 36 48 46 '12, 10 · 36 51 51 15 15 ·.
10· 46 43 .61 ,(.3) 5 53 43 '46 ~o 13 39 64 65 · 25 16,
11 41 43 61 2 20 39 43 41 4 ·2 ·35 41 40. ··6 5·:. 
12 39 37 .41 (2)' 2 ,. .39 Gl 48 22 · 9' '' 36 55 51 20 16 
13 · 36 48 61 12 15 '33 .55 37 22 4 · 33· 48 51 15 18
14 29 .43 .44 14 15' 29 44 27 ·15 (2,) 35 '41 54 6 19 
15 33 48. '.36. 15 a 46 43 55 ' (3) <r-·· 1 2'1 35 44 ·a l'/ 
16 29 46 ·),.. , .l'I ·l'I 4l 40 48 (l) 'I 35 41 37 6 l 
17 36 43 '46 'I .10 36 43 39 'I 3• 21 41 2? 20 6
18, 35 31 46 (4) U 3& 48 48 12 12 '39 · 35 55 (4) l& 
19 33 48.41.15 8 21 31 31 10 10· 31 36 27 5 (4) '
20 21 43 31 aa 10 31 21 36 (10) 5 31 46 51 15 20 
21 21 40 38 19 .l..6 31 '40 39 9 8 27 27 27 0 0
22 31 40. 33 " :9 ·2 39 46 55 '7 16 29 39 40 10 11
23 21 40 '36 10 15 21 21 31 0 10 33 48 46 15 13
24 53 48 48 15 15 39 43 48 .4 9·
25 33 55 37 · 0 4 48 51 55 :.i3 'I 
26 · 39 48 37 9 (2) ,,
27. 33 46 51 13 18
28 . . '·31 55 60 4 29 
29 48 54 51 6 3
30 31 40 35 9 4
31 21 33 '31 l2 10 
32 27. 36 40 9 13 
33 36 · 65 46 ·19 10 · 
34 . 27 37 2'1 10 0
( 36.00 48.22 12.22 45.'12 9.24 35.03 46.82 li.7*1 
Mean ( ' : '1.ao 44.64 ( 45.78 9.'18 36048 44,28 9.61 
''
( 8.65 9.89 6.89 ll.46 8,77 '7.48 16.aa '1.68 
Sigma( 





































T•Scorae Unit VII 
Class "B" · 
1 ·: G G
2. 1 2
44 51 '5'1 · 'I l3 
44 67 47 ·13 3 .
33 ·47 49 14 16 
36 56 57 20 21 
42 55 •47 13 5 
44 56 60 12 16 
39 61 57 12 18, 
35 49 4'1 13 11 
42 54 53 12 ll 
39 41 47 2 8 
47 49 60 2 l3 
21 39 42 18 2!1. · 
·44 54 47 10 3 
eo 35 44 (25)(16) 
42 34 5G ·(a) (6)
33 36 36 · 13 3 '.
33 42 51 9 18 
34 '16 44 42 ·10 
34 60 56 26 21 
25 49 44 22 lt 
33 39 49 & 16 
21 43 42 22 21 
44 45 51 ;l V
. Pre •. Fl.' F2 o1 G2
49 45 49 (4·) 0 
42.,52 53· 10: U 
33 67 53 34 . 20 , 
44 49 , 4'1 5 5 .
42 52 53 10 ll 
42 52 57 10 15 
44 55 42 ll (2) 
44 49 47 5 3
42 57 65 1$ 13 
44 39 36 (6) (8)
34 46 47 11 l3 
42 43 72 ·l. 30
33 37 30 .. 4 (3).
47 ~1 57 (lG) 10 
51 45 4l (6) 0 
39 52 GV l3 la 
39 51 49 12 10 
44 55 42 ll (2). 
21 64 61 4$ 50 
34 42 47 8 13 
21 56 49 34 28
424342 1 0 
25 e, 47. 39 22 
39 e4 67 25 2s ·
44 48 51 4 'I 
..
Olasa "X" 
fre·. Fl Fa Gl G2 
44 60 63 16 19 
49 ,52 57 3 8
51 62 67 11 16 
36 48 '16 12 40
44 'll · 5'1 2'1 13 . 
36 39 47 3 ll 
39 43 '16 4 37
42 45 47 · 3 5 
39 '12 60 33 21 
4'1' 50 92 ll 25 
34 45 60 11·· 26 
27. 72 4'1 45 BO 
39 60 53 21 14 
2'1 6? 60 40 33
21 33 34 12 15 
. 39 . 51 47 12 8 
36 51 61 15 11
34 46. 44 ll 10 
36 67 57 51 21 
39 51 67 12 28
34 45 51 ll l'I 
,39 47 67 8 28 
30 55 51 26 21 
42 ·45 51 3 9 
· 34 58 . 60 24 26 
34: 45 63 ll 29 
M 30 47 (4) 13 
. 25 3~ 55 14 30
30 55 63 25 03 
44 28 33' (16)(11) 
. 34 60 53 16 19 
25 66 6'1 41 32 
25 64 76 39 51 .. -- -- -- . -· 
( 37.83 41:3.78 10.95 50.24 ·11.00 36.03 56.64 20.61 
Mean (
( 48.52 · 10.eg 39.24, · 50.0, 1o~so • e2.39 16.06 
( 8.55 G.&'I 9.13 
Sigma( 




T-Scoree tJnit VII:t 
Cleas "A" Olass· "B" Class "X" 
Pupil Pre. Fi F·2 '<Ii 02 Pre. r1 F.2 Gl Ga · Pre. F1 Fa Gl ·G 2
1 58 60 63 (8) 5 28 45 53 11 25 55 54 66 (1) ti. 
2 32 60 50 18 l8 34 54 60 20 26 53 48 4'1 (5) (6')
3 39 43 60 4 ll 39 60 42 21 3 55 65 63 10' e·
4, 44 62 63 18 19. 39 40 4"1 1 8 32 46 .44 14 la 
5 44. 35· 50 (9) 6 42 46 4ll 3 5 50 54 47 4 (3)
& 50 65 58'. 15 8 53 54 53 1 0 34 33 4'1 (1) 13 
'I 42 48. 55 6 13 44 65 55 21 ll 4? 40 44 ('1) (3) :
8 42 57 39 15 (3) 44 50 60 6 16 47 43 58 (4) 11 
9 42 30 4'1 (12) ti 42 5'1 50 15 8 34 46 63 12 29 10 32 40 37 8 5 34 -41 50· 7· 16 3'1 46 58 9 21' 
11 · 47 &a 4'1 15 0 37 52 55· 15 18 • 16 60 4 812 37 50 39 13 2 37 50 50 13· 13 32 55 42 23 10 
13 37 52 63 15 16 34 48 50 14' 16 32 46 55 14 23
14 30 48 44 18 14 34 43 42· 9 a· 52 40 50 8 18
15 47. 45 42 (2) (5) 30 62 50 22 20 30' 35 4? 5 17 
16 34 50 32 (16) (a) . 28 46 53 18 25 · 32 43 65 11· 23 
l'l. 39 43. 39 4 0 34 52 44 18' 10 · .. 39 50 60 u 11 
18 I. 26 35. 3'7 9 ll 32 46 42 14 10 28 48 58 20 30 
19 4'1 35 49 (12), 0 34 60. 4'/ 26 · 15 · 28' 35 47 'I 19 
20 26 37 3'1 11 u 28 54 42 26 14 · 37: 27. 32 (10) (5) 
21 3'1 2? 34- (10) (3) · 26 54 44 28 l8' 4'/. 43 . 47 (4) 0
22 21 54 24 33 3 47 50 39 3' (8) 60. 3'1 42 (13) (8)
23 60 52 4'/'. (8)° (13) . 42 4.8 58' 6. 16 . · 37: 45 42 8 5
24 34 82 42 28 8 4ll. 40 58 ('1) ll
25 · 26 38 50 la 24 44 48 58 4 14 
26 z2· 37 50 6 18
27 ·. 32· 41 4'1 9 15 · · 
28 30' 43 42 l3 la 29 · 39 4.a 60 'I ll 
30 38 ·. 43 37 11 531 39 37 50 (2) 11
32 · 30· 35 34 6 4
33 28: ·40 44· 12 · 16 . 
34 30 46 39 16. 9
(391'10 44.~& 5.26 36.08 49.00 12.92 38.03 48.91 10.ea Mean ( ...
( 46.02~ 6.82 50.64, 14.56 .. 43.5& . 6.55 
( 9.46 9.58 'l.90 6.75 a.as e.oa 8.31 e.oa 9o22 Sigma ( 





Cla.st:J "A" · Class "B" Olaes· "X" · 
Pupil Pre. F1 
Jr ·. Gl: 02 P~e• Fl F2 Gl G . Pre, F1-: Fa Gl 
G .
2 a a 
1 55 59 . 78' 4· 23 '42 63 53 21 11 55 63 64 8 9
2 46 55 '48 0 2 41 :50 ·: 5'1 9 16 45 55 49 12 .. 6'
3 48 62 57 15 9 38 46 55 a l? 51 63 ·57 12· . s··
4 4G 50 53 l.S 9 3$ 40 42 . 5 7 41 4& 51 5 10 · · 
5 40 46 45 6 5 43 · 46 · 53 3 10 40 68 61 28 21 
6 46 59 61 13 · 15 43 56 53 12 10 51; 50 64 (1) l.3 · 
7 32 59 45 2'1 13 43 52 61' 9 · 18 22 48 49 26 27 · 
8 ·32 52 53 20 21 38 59 63. 21 115 · ·49 46; 49 (3)< 0
9 41 46 46. 6· 5 40 46'· 43 6 , 3' · .36 .· 55 57 ·19::··'·21 · 
10 33 52 49 19 16 21 46 46. 25 25 · 45 63 63 13·· 8
11 55 63 57 8 a 3tl . 52 53' 16 1'1 . 41 40 46. (1). 5
12 30 32 63 2 23. 4..0 46 61 ·e 11 46 55 63 9 'I . 
13 43 62 49. 9 6 36 50 49 15 14 . '• 36 43 61 7 11
14 21 o9 51 38 30 35 43 42 8 7 -43 52. 57 9 14 
15 32 43 42 11 10 37 50 51 · 13 14 21 3'1 36 · 16 15 
15 -- -- •• -- - 33 46 58 13 20 .35 37, 43 2 817. 37 63 48 26 11 40 48 49 8 .9 :38 50 53 12 15
18 22 59 46 37 24 48 49·· 53· 0 ·5 37 40 3'1 3 O·
19 53. 48 &l (5) 8 33 40 .36. ·v 3 36 68 61 32 25 
20 21 43 43 22 22 42 46 55 4 13 ·25 60 · 40 25 15 
21 21 33 32 12 · 11 22 ' 3'1 55'. 18 35 33 60' 55 1'1 22 
22 21 26 ··33 5 12 40 46 42 6 2 ·21 52 38 · 31. 1? 
25 30 68 35. 38 5 . 43 43 51 0 a 41 35· 57 '(6) 16· .. 
24 3& 40 5'1 4 21 . ·42· 52:, 57 · 10-. 15
25 21 43 48 22 27 45 59 61 14 16 
26 26 48 61 23 36:,
27 '.33 37 42 .4 9· 
28 42 63 53 21-11: 
29 45 55 69 10 ·24.·
30 37 3? 53 0 16:.
. '31 · 37 · 59 48 22 ll 
32 · · 21 55 5'1 ·34 56 
33 '45 59 57 16 14 
34 · 37 30 49 ('1) is 
( 36.59 49.32 12.73· 3?.00 50.44 ·13.44 38.03 52.59 14.56 
Mean ( 
( 51.77 15.ia 4'1.24 . 10.24 50.59 l.2.56 
( 12,19 9.~6· 7.82 . G,'19 5,71 ?,60 · ·a.so 7.99 · 8.31 
Sigma( 
( 10.aa .J.2.36 5.81 6.'14 9.82 10.92 
